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Abstract We consider faithful finitary linear representations of (generalized) wreath products A wr^ H
of groups A by H over (potentially) infinite-dimensional vector spaces, having previously considered
completely reducible such representations in an earlier paper. The simpler the structure of A the more
complex, it seems, these representations can become. If A has no non-trivial abelian normal subgroups,
the conditions we present are both necessary and sufficient. They imply, for example, that for such an A,
if there exists such a representation of the standard wreath product Awr H of infinite dimension, then
there already exists one of finite dimension.
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If V is a vector space over some field F, then FGL(V), the finitary general linear group
over V, consists of all F-automorphisms g of V for which dim^ V(g — 1) is finite. Over
the past decade much has been learnt about such groups FGL(V) and particularly about
their subgroups (usually called finitary linear groups). For a summary of and introduction
to work up to about 1994, see [1].

Linear groups of finite degree are very 'narrow' groups; direct products and wreath
products are rarely embeddable in them. Finitary linear groups do not superficially seem
to be so narrow in that there are no comparable restrictions on their direct-product sub-
groups. Specifically, every direct product of finitary linear groups of the same ground-field
characteristic is isomorphic to a finitary linear group (of that characteristic). However,
the results of this present paper and of our earlier paper [7] on wreath products indi-
cate clearly that there is some sort of, as yet ill-defined, narrowness about finitary linear
groups.

In [7] we made a start on the classification of wreath products with faithful finitary
representations. Primarily we were concerned there with wreath products having com-
pletely reducible such representations. Here we embark on the general case. Our results
are reasonably complete if, for example, the base group is not soluble. The next step,
it seems, will need to be the study of such representations where the image of the base
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28 B. A. F. Wehrfritz

group is unipotent and then, in the general case, the determination of the structure of
the unipotent radical of the base group in such a representation. To do this it seems likely
that some substantial new idea is required; / feel the techniques of the present paper and
of [7] have been pushed about as far as they will go.

Finitary linear, standard wreath products seem relatively rare. For example, it follows
at once from the corollary below and the finite-dimensional case, that if A and H are non-
trivial groups such that A has no non-trivial abelian normal subgroups, then the standard
wreath product G = Awr H is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic
p ^ 0 if and only if G is actually isomorphic to some linear group of finite degree and
characteristic p. Thus the switch from finite-dimensional to infinite-dimensional spaces
has not in this instance increased the range of examples. It pays, therefore, to be a little
more general. First we explain our notation.

Let A and H be two groups, let Q be a set and let IT be a homomorphism of H into
the symmetric group Sym(J7). For each u> in Q let a (-»• ow be an isomorphism of A onto
the group A^ and let B be the direct product over u> in Q of the copies Au of Au Then
H acts on B by permuting the copies of A via its action on Q. Specifically, for a in A,
u> in Q and h in H, let {a^)h = auh- We consider here the generalized wreath product
G = A wrn H of A by H over Q, that is, the split extension G = H[B = HB of B by
H. Throughout this paper F denotes a field of characteristic p ^ 0 and V a vector space
over F. If K is some subgroup of FGL(F), then u{K) denotes the unipotent radical of
K. The following summarizes our main conclusions here.

Theorem. Consider the group G = HB = A wr/2 H above.

(a) Suppose Ha ^ (1) and assume G is a subgroup ofFGL(V). Then A has a nilpotent
normal subgroup Q such that A/Q is isomorphic to a completely reducible linear
group of finite degree and characteristic p. Further, Up = 0, then Q is torsion-free
and ifp > 0, then Q has finite exponent a power of p. If A is not nilpotent-by-abelian
(e.g. if A is not soluble), then Ha < FSym(fi).

(b) If A is isomorphic to a linear group of finite degree and characteristic p, if H is
isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic p and if Ha ^ FSym(Q),
then G is isomorphic to some finitary linear group of characteristic p.

(c) Suppose Ha = (1). Then G is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic
p if and only if A and H are so isomorphic.

The main part of the theorem is (a). It strongly suggests that if A is not soluble, then G
is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic p if and only if H is so isomorphic
and if either A is isomorphic to a linear group of finite degree and characteristic p and
Ha ^ FSym(Q), or A is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic p and
Ha = (1). (If A = (1), these conditions are trivially inadequate. They are also inadequate
if A is abelian and non-trivial, as is shown by the theorem of [6], Point 4(d) of [7] and
also the result 2 below.) In particular, the following is immediate from the theorem.
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Corollary. With the notation as above, suppose A has no non-trivial abelian normal
subgroups. Then G = A WTQ H is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic p
if and only if H is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic p and if either A
is isomorphic to a linear group of Unite degree and characteristic p and Her < F Sym(i7),
or A is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic p and Ha = (1), or A = (1).

It is clear from [7], and also from the present paper, that the case where the group A (in
G = A wrQ H) is torsion-free abelian, is critical and potentially complex. If the conditions
on fi, a and H required for faithfully representing G depended upon the isomorphism
type of A, then the situation could become very involved indeed. Fortunately, this is not
the case.

Proposition. Suppose, for some torsion-free abelian group AQ ^ (1), that the group
Go = Ao WTQ H is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic p ^ 0. Then
for any torsion-free abelian group A, the group G — A wip H is isomorphic to a finitary
linear group of characteristic p.

We prove the proposition in three steps. First we consider the case where the image
of the base group Bo of Go is completely reducible. This effectively settles the positive-
characteristic case. Then we assume the image of Bo is unipotent (so necessarily here
charF = 0). Finally, we reduce the general characteristic-zero case to the previous situ-
ation.

§ 1. Consider G = AWTQ H. Suppose i? has a system of imprimitivity Q = (Jig/ ^i f°r

H such that for each i in / the wreath product of A by iV#(,f2i)/Gtf (J?,) over Qi is
isomorphic to a linear group of finite degree and characteristic p ^ 0 and such that for
every h in H there is a cofinite subset I(h) of / with h centralizing Ut€/(fc) ^i' Assume
further that H is isomorphic to some finitary linear group of characteristic p. Then G
too is isomorphic to some finitary linear group of characteristic p.

Proof. Suppose first that H is transitive on / . Pick i in / . Set E = Qi, set N = NH(S)
and set C = CH(£)- Let T be a transversal of N to H; whence Q = \JteT St is the given
system of imprimitivity. Let BE = {Aw : u 6 £), so B is the direct product of the (BsY
over t in T.

By hypothesis there is a field F of characteristic p, a vector space U over F of finite
dimension and an embedding of (N/C)BS = AWTS(N/C) into GL((7). Now C((BsY •
t $. N) is a normal subgroup of NB. Regard U as a Bx-faithful FNB-module via the
obvious map of NB onto {N/C)BS. Then V = U ®FNB FG = ®TU <g> t is a B-faithful
FG-module.

Clearly, Bs sj FGL(V), so B ^ FGL(^). If he H, there is, by hypothesis, a cofinite
subset 5 of T such that h centralizes Uses ^ s - H s £ S, then sh = ns for some n 6 N and
for any o in £ we have as = (as)h = (an)s, so n € C. Thus h centralizes @S€sU <3> s.
The latter has cofinite dimension in V. Thus G acts finitarily on V. (In particular, if
H ^ FGL(W) for some vector space W over F, then G embeds into FGL(V © W).)
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Suppose now that H is intransitive on / . For a large enough field F of characteristic p,
for each orbit J of H in / we can construct as above a finitary FH{AU : w € \JieJ &i)-
module Vj that is faithful for (Aw : u 6 (Ji€J fii) and trivial for CndJiej ^ ) - ^e t ̂  =

©JVJ. Then V is an FG-module that is clearly B-faithful and C//(/?)-trivial. Moreover
B embeds into FGL(V). Let h € H. By construction h acts trivially on Vj for all but a
finite number of J. Consequently, G acts finitarily on V. Finally, we may also choose F
sufficiently large so that, for some vector space W, the group H embeds into FGL(W^).
Consequently, G will then embed into FGL(V ®W). D

§ 2. Again consider G = Awrn H and suppose H is isomorphic to a finitary linear group
of characteristic p ^ 0. Then under any one of the following four conditions, G is also
isomorphic to some finitary linear group of characteristic p.

(a) A is isomorphic to a linear group of finite degree and characteristic p and Ha ^
FSym(/2).

(b) A is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic p and Ha = (1).

(c) A = (1).

(d) Q has a system of imprimitivity Q = \JieI Q for H such that every h in H
there is a cofinite subset I(h) of / with h centralizing [ji£lih\ &i- For each i in / ,
either p > 0, the group A is abelian with its periodic subgroup a p-group of finite
exponent and iV//(/?i)/C//(/?i) is finite; or p = 0, the group A is torsion-free abelian
and A^//(/?i)/C//(/?i) contains an abelian normal subgroup L of finite index such
that fit contains only a finite number of isomorphism types of L-orbit and each
L/CL(UJ) for u in i?j is torsion-free; or p > 0, the group A is an abelian p-group
of finite exponent and NH{Oi)/CH(^i) contains a subgroup L as in the previous
case.

I do not know of an example where the group G above is isomorphic to a finitary linear
group, that is not covered by one of the four cases in 2. Thus the converse to 2 is open.
If this converse holds, it is not difficult to deduce the converse to 4 of [7] (settling the
finitary linearity of G with B completely reducible) and to confirm the speculation in the
introduction to [7] concerning the finitary representability of G as a completely reducible
group. Note that parts (b) and (c) of the theorem are easy consequences of (a) and (b)
of 2.

Proof, (a) By the enlargement of fields we may assume here that A ̂  GL(U) and H ^
FGL(W), where U and W are vector spaces over the same field F of characteristic p with
dimp U finite. Let V = ®utnUw, where each Uw is a copy of U. Then AWTQ Ha embeds
into GL(V) in the obvious way. Moreover, AWTQ Ha embeds, in fact, into FGL(V), since
Ha ^ FSym(Q). Finally, G = Awrfi H embeds into FGL(^ © W).
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(b) Here we may assume that A ^ FGL(f/) and H < FGL(W), where U and W are
vector spaces over the field F of characteristic p. Since J?CT = (1), we have G = A^ x H
and hence V = U^ © W can be made into a G-faithful finitary FG-module.

(c) Here G = H, so the claim is obvious.
(d) The theorem of [6] shows that the hypotheses of 1 are satisfied. •

§3. Suppose G = HB = AWTQH is a subgroup of FGL(V) with B unipotent and
Ha ± (1).

(a) If p = 0, then A is torsion-free nilpotent.

(b) If p > 0, then A is a nilpotent p-group of finite exponent.

Proof. By hypothesis there exists h in H and win I? with uih ^ w. Let C = Au x
Auh ^ B and let N he the kernel of the product map of C onto A/A' (that is of the map
awa'wh >-¥ aa'A'). Now there is a G-invariant series {(^CT, Va) : a s £} of subspaces of V
stabilized by B (see, for example, [2, 2.2a]). Let r = dim/r[V, /i] < oo. Then there are r
factors

K(i)/Va{i), with (7(1) < a(2) s? ^ a(r),

of this series, not necessarily all distinct, such that h centralizes the r + 1 factors

i) for 1 ̂  z < r and

If a S 4̂, then aw and aw^ induce the same map on these latter r +1 factors and hence
N centralizes these r + 1 factors. Also B > iV centralizes the former r factors. Thus ,/V
stabilizes a series of subspaces in V (running from {0} to V) of length 2r + 1. Therefore,
TV is a nilpotent group of class at most 2r. Further TV is torsion-free if p = 0 and of
exponent dividing p2r if p > 0. If a E A, then a^a^l £ N, so N projects onto A via
its first component. Thus A is nilpotent of class at most 2r and, if p > 0, of exponent
dividing p2r. Moreover, if a has finite order q, then so does aua~l e N. Therefore, A is
torsion-free if p = 0. The proof is complete. •

§4. Let G = HB = AWTQ H be a subgroup of FGL(V) and suppose u>h ^ w for some
w £ f i and he H.

(a) If p = 0, then the unipotent radical ufAu) is torsion-free nilpotent.

(b) If p > 0, then u(i4u) is a nilpotent p-group of finite exponent.

If p > 0, then ^ ( A J ) is canonical in that u(AJ) — OP{AW) = OP(A)U. If p = 0 and A
and î lie in different .ff-orbits of /?, then u(A\) and u(.AM) need not even be isomorphic, as
simple examples show. This is a substantial extra complication in the characteristic-zero
case.

Proof. Apply 3 with A and Q replaced by u{Aw) and u>H. Note that u(Au)
k = u{Awk)

for every k in H and that u ^ ) wruH H £S {u(AJ), H) ^ G. D
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§5. Suppose G = HB = A-WVQ H is a subgroup of FGL(V), where p > 0. If A is not
an extension of a nilpotent p-group of finite exponent by a torsion-free abelian group,
then Ha ^ FSym(J2). Moreover, unless Ha = (1), the subgroup OP(A) of A is nilpotent
of finite exponent and A/OP(A) is isomorphic to a completely reducible linear group of
finite degree over the algebraic closure of F.

Proof. Clearly, we may assume that Ha ^ (1). Also OP{B) = XnOp(Au) is the
unipotent radical of B, we have G\ = G/OP(B) isomorphic to (A/OP(A) WCQ H and if
W is the direct sum of the FG-composition factors of V, then W is a finitary B/OP(B)-
faithful completely reducible FGi-module. Moreover OP(A) is nilpotent of finite exponent
a power of p by 4(b), so A/OP(A) is not torsion-free abelian. Therefore, Ha < FSym(fl)
and A/OP(A) is isomorphic to a completely reducible linear group of finite degree over
the algebraic closure of F by 2 of [7]. ' •

To produce a characteristic-zero version of 5, we need some further preparation.

§6. For G = HB = AWTQH, suppose W is a finitary FG-module such that the base
group B of G acts completely reducibly on W. With K the kernel of the natural map
of B into FGL(W) and Ku the natural projection of K into Aw, assume that Au/Ku is
non-abelian for every u> in Q. Then Ha ^ FSym(J?).

Proof. We extract what we can from the proof of Lemma 2 in [7]. Clearly, we may
assume that H has no fixed points in Q. We may also assume F is algebraically closed,
for if not let E be the algebraic closure of F and replace F and W by E and the sum of
the .EG-composition factors of E ®p W.

If U is an irreducible .FB-submodule of W with dim r̂ U infinite, then since W is
finitary, U is an FG-submodule of W. By Lemma 6 of [4], at most one Au acts non-
trivially on U. But now H has no fixed points in Q and if Au. acts non-trivially on
U, so does Auh for every h in H. Thus every Au acts trivially on U and dim/? U = 1.
This contradiction shows that W is a direct sum of finite ^-dimensional irreducible
FB-modules. Let {Wi : i e 1} be the set of non-zero, non-B-trivial, FB-homogeneous
components of W, so W = Cw(B) © (©/W,) and set Wo = ©/Wi. By finitariness, each
dim/r Wi is finite.

For i e I let Qi = {u> € Q : Au does not act as a group of scalars on Wi}. If U is an
irreducible .Fi3-submodule of Wi, there is, since dvcnpU is finite, a finite subset H< of
f2i such that U is irreducible as F(AU! : w € S,)-module. By Schur's Lemma (recall F is
now algebraically closed) Aw acts as a group of scalars on U and hence on Wi for every
UJ in Q \ Ei. Therefore, fii = Hi, which is finite.

Since B is normal in G, so G permutes the Wi and permutes them finitarily. Let
h € H \ (1). For some finite subset J of/, the element h centralizes W» for each i in I\J.
Let CJ G Q \ Qj for Qj = \Jj€J fij- By hypothesis there is some a £ A' (and probably
depending on the choice of a;) such that au £ Ku. If j € J, then w £ Qj and Aw is scalar
on Wj. Thus for all j € J the element ow acts as 1 on Wj and auh — {p-J)h acts as aw on
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Wj. Let i G I\J. Then h centralizes Wi and again auh acts as au on Wi. Consequently,
au and auh have the same action on WQ and hence on W. Therefore, a^h^Z1 e ^ a n ^
so if u>h 7̂  w, then aw G .R^, which is false. Therefore, uih = OJ. We have now proved
that the cofinite subset i? \ Qj of Q consists of fixed points of h. Consequently, h acts
finitarily on Q, which means that H does too. D

If K is a group, then i3K denotes [K, K, K], the third term of the lower central series
of K. We have the following corollary of 6.

§7. For G = HB = AWXQH, suppose W is a finitary .FG-module such that the base
group B of G acts completely reducibly on W. Suppose 73A0J acts non-trivially on W for
every w in Q (e.g. if H is transitive on Q and [W,73-B] ^ {0}). Then Ha s% FSym(J?).

Proof. Let K and Ku be as in 6. Then [Aw, Ku] = \AU, K] ^ Aw n K < Ku for any
w in Q. By hypothesis ^Au is not in K, so ^4^ does not lie in Ku. Now 6 applies. D

§ 8. Suppose G = i?B = A WTQ H is a subgroup of FGL(V) and that there is some u> in
J? and h in H with w/i 7̂  w and 4̂W locally nilpotent and unipotent-by-abelian. Then A
is nilpotent.

Proof. We may assume F is algebraically closed. Then, being locally nilpotent, Au

has a Jordan decomposition Au < (AJ)U x (Aw)d < FGL(V); see § 2 of [3], especially 2.3.
Clearly, ({Aul)u)

k = {Au)u for every k in H, and similarly with d in place of u. Also the
four subgroups (Au)u, {Aw)d, (Auh)u and (Awh)d centralize each other. By hypothesis
A'u ^ {Aw)u, so (Au)d is abelian.

Consider G = (G, (J4W)U)- There is a G-invariant series {(Aa, Va) : a € £} of subspaces
of V stabilized by u(G). Let r = dimirfV', h] < 00. Then there are r factors

), with a( l ) ^ a(2) ^ ^ <r(r),

of this series, not necessarily all distinct, such that h centralizes the r + 1 factors

Vo(i), VCT(i+1)//l<7(i) for 1 ^ i < r and V/Aa{r).

If x £ {Au)u, then x and xh induce the same map on these latter r + 1 factors and,
since they lie in u{G) centralize the former r factors. Then the subgroup Do, generated
by the x~1xh for x G {Au)u stabilizes a series in V of length 2r and therefore is nilpotent
(of class at most 2r). Hence so too is the subgroup (Do, {Au)d, {Auh)d)- Consequently,
the subgroup D of Au x Auh ^ B generated by all a~lauh for a G A is nilpotent. But D
projects onto A, say via the first factor. Therefore A is nilpotent. D

§9. Suppose G = HB = AwrnH is a subgroup of FGL(V), where F is algebraically
closed of characteristic zero.

(a) If Ha ^ FSym(/2), then A is nilpotent-by-abelian.
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(b) If Ha 7̂  (1) and F has sufficiently large transcendence degree (e.g. trdegF ^ \A\
suffices), then A is an extension of a torsion-free nilpotent group by a completely
reducible linear group over F of finite degree.

Part (a) of the theorem follows at once from 5 and 9.

Proof, (a) Clearly, we may assume that H has no fixed points in Q. Let W be the
sum of the 5-non-trivial FG-composition factors of V. Then W is a -B/ti(B)-faithful,
completely FB-reducible, finitary FG/u(B)-module (but here G/u{B) need not be a
wreath product, unlike the case in 5). Let u 6 Q and denote the projection of u(B)
into Au by Kw. Certainly Ku is locally nilpotent and {Kw)h = Kuh for all h e H.
Also [A^,u(.B)] ^ Au fl u(B) ^ u(Kw), so Ku is unipotent-by-abelian. Apply 8 to
the subgroup {H,KJ) = K^WT^H H of G. This yields that Kw is nilpotent. Since by
hypothesis Ha £ FSyrn(Q). Point 6 implies that Au/Ku is abelian for some u> in Q.
Therefore A = Au is nilpotent-by-abelian.

(b) Suppose u / i ^ w for some w € Q and h € H. With W as in the proof of (a), we
have W = (Bie/Wi, where the Wi are the FB-homogeneous components of W and each
dim^ Wi is finite, cf. the proof of 6. Now dimptW, h] is finite, so for some finite subset J
of / , we have [W,h] ^ X = ®jEJWj and Y = ®igjWi ^ Cw(h). Let cp be the induced
map of G into FGL(W/). Then B D ker0 = u{B) and, just as we have seen in the proof
of (a), the projection Kw of u(B) into Aw is nilpotent.

Let K (respectively L) be the kernel of the action of C = Aw x Awh ^ B on X
(respectively V). Then K f)L = ker <fi \c= C n tt(B). Denote by Â  the normal subgroup
of C generated by all the elements a~lawh for a € A Then N < L. Also C/N = A/A'
is abelian, so [K, C] ^ K n L ^ ket(j> and K<j> ^ ^i(C0), the centre of C(f>. The map
ip : au<\> M- (oj1aa,h)<?!> of the centre £i(Aw(/>) of Au4> into 7V</> is a homomorphism, since
^i(A^0) ^ Ci(C0)i a n d AT̂  acts faithfully on X, since iV</> acts faithfully on W and
trivially on Y. Therefore tp determines a homomorphism of ^(A^) into GL(X) with
kernel

/>) : ae A & a j 1 ^ ^ € S n

Since w/i ^ w, this yields that 5 ^ £i(A><l>)r\Ku<j>. Also K<j> < Ci(^)> s o (Au<pr\K(j)) <
<^i(A^0). Thus (Au,<j)nK<p)/(Sr\K(f>) is isomorphic to an (abelian) subgroup of GL(X).
Consequently, its maximal periodic subgroup Z/{SC\K(j)) has finite rank, r say; necessarily
r ^ diniF X < oo.

Choose the normal subgroup M of Au<p maximal subject to

M n z{Aw<\> n L<̂ ) = ( 5 n K<p){Au<fi n

Since Z(Au</)nL<l))/(SnK<l>)(Au)<l>nL<l>) S Z/{SnK<p) is periodic abelian of finite rank
r, so too is Aw(f>/M (recall that Aul<p/(Aul<p n L</>) is abelian). In particular Aw/M is
isomorphic to a completely reducible (even diagonal) subgroup of GL(r, F).

Let P be the maximal periodic subgroup of the nilpotent group Ku. Then P WTQ H ^
G < FGL(V) and the base group of P WTQ H is periodic and hence unipotent-free (recall
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char F = 0 here). It follows from 2 of [7] that P is isomorphic to a linear group of finite
degree over F. Hence so too is Pcj> = P and thus the abelian group P<f> D K<j> < (,\{C(f>)
has finite rank, s say. Choose a normal subgroup M\ of A^cj) maximal subject to

M X n {P(j> n K<p)(Au(f) n L<j>) = Au<j> n L<f>.

Then Au<p/Mi is periodic abelian of rank s and therefore is isomorphic to a completely
reducible subgroup of GL(s,F).

Let T be the subgroup of A^<f> such that T/(Au<j) D £</>) is the maximal periodic
subgroup of the abelian group Au(j>/(Au(f) n L<f>). Then Au(j>/T is a torsion-free abelian
group with cardinality at most |^4|. Assuming this is at most tr deg F, for example, Au^)/T
is isomorphic to a (trivially irreducible) subgroup of F*.

Clearly, Au<p/K(j) embeds into GL(X) and, since X is completely reducible as FB-
module and Aw is normal in B, the FAu-module X is also completely reducible. Set
<3o = Mi C\MC\TC\K<j). Then Qo is a normal subgroup of Au<j> and Aw<j)/Qo is isomorphic
to a completely reducible subgroup of GL(r + s 4- dimj? X, F).

Let Q denote the inverse image in A of <3o under the map a (->• au<j>. Then Q is a
normal subgroup of A and A/Q = AUCJ)/QQ. NOW K<j) D L4> = (1), so T D /iT̂ > is periodic
and s o T f l A ' ^ Z . Also

M n z < (5nK$){Au4>nL<t>)nK<j) = snK<t>.

Therefore Qo ^ 5 n /C(/> ^ £i(Au<p) D /Co,^. Hence, with Qu = {au : a G Q} < Aw, we
have Qw < A j H i f ^ " 1 = J4U 1 1 ^ ^ ( 5 ) = i^w. In particular Q is nilpotent. Finally, the
maximal periodic subgroup of Qw is QUC\P and

Q u n P s ( Q u n P)</> ^MlnP<pnK(p^L<pnK<i) = (1),

so Q is also torsion-free. The proof is now complete D

§ 10. Consider the following example. Let F = k{x), where k is the rationals if p = 0 and
the field of p elements otherwise and x is an indeterminate over k. Let V be a vector
space over F with the countable basis {vt : i = 1,2,. . .}. We compute matrices only
with respect to this basis. Let h = diag(x, 1,1,...) € FGL(K). Let A be the set of all
matrices (aij) in FGL(V) such that an = 1, ay = 0 if i ^ j ^ 1 and an e k; this for
all i,j = 1,2, Note that if a = (ai;,-) G A, then ah = (0ij), where 0u = 1, /% = 0
if i ^ j 7̂  1 and /3n = anx if i ^ 1. Thus G = (h, A) ^ FGL(^) is isomorphic to the
standard wreath product of A by the infinite cyclic group H — (h).

However, A is uncountable, so A is not isomorphic to any linear group of finite degree
over the countable field F, or even over the algebraic closure of F. However, A is isomor-
phic to a linear group of finite degree (1 if p = 0 and 2 otherwise) over some extension
field of F, since A is torsion-free abelian if p = 0 and is an elementary abelian p-group
if p > 0. Thus when searching for finite-dimensional representations of the group A,
in analogues of the above one must allow the possibility of substantially extending the
ground field.

We now prove the proposition. The following is an easy consequence of 2 and 4 of [7].
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§11. With G = AWQ H as above, suppose Ha < FSym(J2). Then G is isomorphic to a
finitary linear group of characteristic p ^ 0 with the image of its base group (respectively
of G) completely reducible if and only if H is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of
characteristic p (respectively with ker a completely reducible) and either A is isomorphic
to a completely reducible linear group of finite degree and characteristic p (respectively
with H completely reducible if A = (1)), or Ha = (1) and A is isomorphic to a completely
reducible finitary linear group of characteristic p.

§ 12. Suppose Go = Ao WTQ H ^ FGL(V), with Ao ^ (1) and the base group Bo of Go

(respectively Go itself) completely reducible. If A is any torsion-free abelian group, then
G = A WTQ H is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic p (p = char F) with
the image of its base group B completely reducible (with G itself completely reducible,
provided A ^ (1)).

Proof. If Ao is not torsion-free abelian, then Ha ^ FSym(O) by 2 of [7]. Now
A, being torsion-free abelian, is certainly isomorphic to a linear group of degree 1 and
characteristic p, and as such is clearly irreducible. Also if Go is completely reducible,
then so is its normal subgroup ker a (the extended Clifford Theorem). The conclusions
now follow from 11 above.

Assume, therefore, that Ao is torsion-free abelian. We concentrate first on the case
where Go, is not necessarily completely reducible. For this we may also assume that
Ao = (a) is infinite cyclic.

Suppose Go = (a) wr« H < FGL(V) with Bo completely reducible. We may assume
F is algebraically closed. (Otherwise for FA the algebraic closure of F, replace V by
the direct sum of FA <g>p V, with G acting via G —> H, and the direct sum of the FG-
composition factors of FA ® F V, with G acting naturally.) Let {Vi : i S /} be the set
of non-zero, 50-non-trivial, FBo-homogeneous components of V, so V = Cy(Bo) © Vo
for Vo = ®iVi. Then Bo acts on each V* as a group of scalars (since F is algebraically
closed) and H permutes the Vi and hence acts on / via V^ = Vih for h in H. Further,
by finitariness, each dim^ Vi is finite.

Assume first that H is transitive on Q; say Q = nH = irT for T a right transversal of
NH{T*) to H. Now an, acts on Vf as a scalar, say as r\i. Choose elements £» for i in I alge-
braically independent over F subject to & = £,• whenever r\i = r)j, and & = 1 whenever
rji = 1. Set R = Ffe,^1 : i & I) < E, where E is some algebraically closed extension
field oi F of large transcendence degree over F (trdeg E/F = (dimp K)(|l?|)(rankv4) will
suffice). Let Ui — E®p Vi and Uo = E®p Vb = ®iUi after the obvious identifications.
Let XTT € GL(f/o) act on Ui for each i in / as the scalar £,. The F-algebra homomorphism
0 of R to F defined by 6 : £j i-> rji for each i defines a group homomorphism <fi of (H, xn)
onto Go = {H,a^). Then xn<f> = a^ and {x^cj) = {an)

h = a^h- Note that (xn)
h acts on

Uih as £i for each i and hence commutes with xn. Thus <j> restricts to an isomorphism of
((ZTT)* : t € T) onto Bo = (ant :teT). Suppose TT/I = n for some he H. Then a^h = a*,
and so 77^ = rji for each i. Hence ^/j = & for each i and thus (xn)

h = xn. Therefore, <j>
is an isomorphism of (H,xv) onto GQ.
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Let D denote the subgroup of all elements of FGL(f/0) that act as scalars on each t/j.
For d in D write d = diag((5j : i € / ) , where d acts on each Ui as Si. Note that a;̂  and aWJ

both lie in D and that 77 normalizes D. Now Z) is divisible since E is algebraically closed.
Thus there is a divisible hull Xn of (x^) in D such that if d = diag(di : i 6 7) 6 Xn then
Jj = Jj whenever £j = £j and 5, = 1 whenever & = 1. The argument above that /V#(TT)

centralizes £„• clearly yields that NH(K) centralizes X^. Hence {X^) = (X%) and since
<*£> = X r ^ ) * , we have (X») = XrX<. Thus (H,X*) = Q+wrfi77.

Suppose 77 is not transitive on Q. Let 77 be a set of representatives for the 77-orbits of
Q. For each TT in 77 repeat the above construction of the representation of Q + w r ^ 77 in
FGL(C/o)- Let En denote the set of the non-identity elements £$ used in this construction.
Choose the sets En algebraically independent of each other over F. We obtain a faithful
representation (77, Xw : n 6 77) ^ FGL(C/0) of Q+ wrfi 77.

The above construction depends upon the set E = U^e^ •=* of algebraically indepen-
dent elements of E. Suppose that the Ej for j 6 J are algebraically independent subsets
of E over F bijective with E and all algebraically independent of each other over F.
We then obtain a faithful representation of Q*J' wr/2 77 in FGL([/o) with the image of
the base group diagonal (in the above sense of lying in D). Here Q^J' denotes a rational
vector space with J as a basis. If A is a torsion-free abelian group, then A embeds into
a group of the form Q(J) for \J\ = rank A. Thus G can be embedded into FGL([/o) with
the image of its base group diagonal and hence completely reducible.

Suppose now that A ̂  (1) and Go is completely reducible. Then so too is the normal
subgroup ker a of Go (by the extended Clifford Theorem). Let W\ be the sum of the 7577-
composition factors of E®p V. Then W\ is ker a-faithful. Regard W\ as an 7?G-module
via the obvious map of G onto 77. Let Wi be the sum of the 72G-composition factors of
Uo and set W = W\ © Wi- Then W is a completely reducible finitary iJG-nodule.

Now ker a acts faithfully on Wi and B acts faithfully on W2. Let K be the kernel of
the action of G on W. Then KB centralizes W\ and hence KBnkera = (1). The action
of G on W2 yields that KnB = (1), so K < CG(B) = Bkera, using A ̂  (1). Hence

K = Kn(KBr\Bkera) = Kn B(KB nker a) = KnB = (1).

Therefore W is a G-faithful finitary completely reducible 7?G-module. The proof is com-
plete. •

§ 13. Suppose G — Avixn H ̂  FGL(K), where A is abelian, the base group B is unipotent
and the ground field F has characteristic 0. Let {£, : j € J} be a family of independent
indeterminates over F, set E = F(£j : j e J) and let A^ denote a direct product of \J\
copies of A indexed by J. Then A^J>> wvn 77 imbeds into FGL(7? ® F V) with the image
of its base group unipotent.

Proof. Since B < FGL(V) is abelian and unipotent, log yields a well-defined isomor-
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phism (multiplication to addition) of B to logB ^ End^ V. Then

ZJ log B = ®JZJZJ log B < EndB(£ ®F V)

is an additive group of commuting nilpotent elements. Hence X = exp(J^j £j log B) is
denned and is an abelian unipotent subgroup of FGL(£ ®p V).

Set Bj = exp(£j logB), so X = {Bj : j € J). If 77j6j = 1, where the bj lie in Bj and
almost all are 1, then JZlog&j = 0 and each logbj € £j logB. In view of the direct sum
(*), we have that each log bj = 0, that each 6j = 1 and that X is the direct product of the
Bj. lib 6 B and h € i7, a simple calculation yields that (exp(£j logb))h = exp(£j \og(bh)).
Thus Bj =H B and X is fl-isomorphic to the base group of A^ wrj? H.If h e H C\X,
the entries of logh lie in both F and ©j^j log-B. Hence log/i = 0 and H H X = (1).
Consequently, (if, X) is isomorphic to v4(J) wrft H. Moreover the base group corresponds,
under this isomorphism, to the unipotent group X. •

§ 14. Suppose Go = (o) wrj? H ^ FGL(^), where a has infinite order and the base group
Bo is unipotent. Then for any torsion-free abelian group A, the group G = Av/vn H is
isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic 0 such that the image of its base
group is unipotent.

Proof. Of course here charF must be zero. Now BQ, being unipotent, stabilizes a G-
invariant series in V (running from {0} to V). The stability subgroup 5 of this series in
FGL(V) is torsion-free and locally nilpotent. It is also divisible (since Tri(n, F) is divisible
for every finite n). Thus (au) has a unique divisible hull Aw in S and {Au : w £ ft) is the
direct product of the Au. If h € H, then h normalizes 5, so {Aw)h is the divisible hull of
(aj)h = (auh) and {Au)

h = A^h- Moreover, if wh = OJ then (aa,)'
1 = aw and h centralizes

Au. Therefore (H,AW : w € ft) ^ FGL(K) is isomorphic to <Q>+ wrfi H. Note further that
its base group is, by construction, unipotent.

By 13 we can now represent faithfully in characteristic zero any group of the form
Q(-0 WTQ H with the image of the base group unipotent. But if A is a torsion-free abelian
group, then A can be embedded in some group of the form Q(J) (with \J\ = rank A, for
example). The lemma follows. •

§ 15. We have now dealt with both the base-group completely reducible and the base-
group unipotent cases. Unfortunately, one cannot directly separate the general case into
these two distinct cases. For example consider the elements

a = h =

of GL(4,Q(x)), where x is an indeterminate over <Q>. Set H = (h) and G = {H, a). Then
GL(4, Q(x)) ^ G ^ Coo wr Co'oo-
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If B denotes the base group of G in this representation as a wreath product, then
(1) < u(B) < B. Moreover neither H.u(B) nor G/u(B) have the form of a wreath product
XWTCK, for any group X. The trick is to switch to a more convenient representation of
G. For example G is clearly isomorphic to the subgroup G\ = {a\,hi} of GL(2,Q(x)),
where

'1 0\ , fx 0>

and the base group B\ of G/ corresponding to B is unipotent. Then we are in the situation
of 14.

§16. Suppose G = (a)wrnH ^ FGL(V), where |a| = oo, charF = 0 and F is alge-
braically closed. Then G can be embedded into FGL(V(3)) such that the image of the
base group B of G is unipotent.

Proof. The additive and multiplicative groups of F are as follows:

i.e. dimQF = |F|, and F* =

Thus there is a group homomorphism e of the additive group of F onto the multiplicative
group F* of F.

The abelian group B has a Jordan decomposition B ^ Bu x Bd ^ FGL(l^), say
b = bubd for b G B (see [3, 2.3]). Consider W = [V, Bd] = J^beB v(bd ~ !)• I f & € Bd, then
[V, b] is a finite-dimensional FBd-module and as such is a sum of one-dimensional FBd-
modules. Thus W is a direct sum of one-dimensional FB^-modules. Let W = ®i^iWi:

where the Wi are the non-zero FB^-homogeneous components of W. Since 77 normalizes
B, so 77 normalizes Bd, the space W is an 77-submodule of V and 77 permutes the set
{Wi : i G / } . Transfer this action to 7; i.e. set Wih = Wih for all i in 7 and h in 77.

Let 77 be a set of representatives for the //-orbits of Q and let n G 77. Now Bd acts
on each Wi as a group of scalars. Let a^^ (the diagonalizable component of av) act on
Wi as the scalar rji:7r. Then for h in 77 we have that anh,d = {o-n,d)h acts on W& as 77^
and on Wi as rjih-1^- Let Y = {rjiilt : i G / & n G 77}. For each 77 G Y pick £ in F with
£er = 77 and £ = 0 if 77 = 1. Then we have a subset X = {&,„• : i £ I &c n G 77} of F such
that £i]7re = rjiin, £iiir = 0 if 77^ = 1 and &,„• = £,-,« if 77,̂  = 77^; this for all allowed
choices of the suffices. In particular e restricts to a homomorphism of the additive group
(X) onto the multiplicative group (Y).

Let XT, denote the 'diagonal' element of Endp W, where xv acts as the scalar £i)7r on
Wi for all i. Then (x,)'' acts on Wi as ^ - i ^ . Suppose •nh = irk for some h,k G 77.
Then 0^ ,̂̂  = ank,d acts on VFj as both 77^-1^ and 77^-1^. Hence these are equal, so
Si/i-1,*- = fi*-1,* f°r each i. Therefore (zT)/l = (xT)fe. Set x^h = (x7r)'

1 for all h G 77; by
the above, this is well-defined.

Define A : B -4 Endp W by aw 1-4 xu for each w in Q. Since B is free abelian on the au,
so A is a well-defined group homomorphism. The homomorphism e : (X) —> (Y) above
defines a group homomorphism \i (addition to multiplication) of {xw : UJ G /?) to Bd|w
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such that fj,: xw i—> au^\w- Then A/i is the natural homomorphism of B onto Bd\w given
by 6 H-> bd\w for all 6 in B. Clearly A and fj, are iJ-maps. Suppose b e B with 6A = 0.
Then 6d|w = bA/j, = 1. But 6d is diagonalizable on V and now is the identity on both W
and V/W, so bd = 1. If also bu = 1, then 6 = bubd = 1.

We define a homomorphism <f> of G into FGL(V ® W^2)) as follows. For h in H and 6
in 5 , set

th 0 0 \ /&„ 0
/i</> = 0 h\w 0 I and 60 = I 0 1

\0 0 h|iv/ \0 0

Since 6A has only a finite number of non-zero entries (each dim^r Wi is finite by finitariness
and almost all the rji^ for a given TT in 77 are 1), so b(f> is finitary. Also (xw)'1 = xuh
and (bu)

h = [bh)u, so the above defines a homomorphism cp of G into FGL(y © W^).
Clearly, 4> is one-to-one on H and the previous paragraph yields that 4> is one-to-one
on B. If h € H and b € B with /i<£ = 60, then 6A = 0, so bd = 1; see the previous
paragraph. Hence 6 = bu = h € H n B = (1). Therefore i70 n !?</> = (1). Consequently <p
is an embedding of G. Clearly, the image B<j> of B is unipotent. Finally the containment
of W in V yields an embedding of FGL(K 0 W^) into FGL(V(3)) mapping unipotent
elements to unipotent elements. The proof is complete. •

§ 17. Proof of the proposition. Clearly, we may assume AQ = (a) is infinite cyclic. Assume
Go < FGL(V), where charF = p. We may extend the ground field, so let F be alge-
braically closed. Suppose p = 0. By 16 we may also assume that the base group Bo of
Go is unipotent. The required conclusion then follows from 14.

Now assume p > 0. Here So is unipotent-free. Let W be the direct sum of V and
the direct sum of the FGo-composition factors of V, where Go acts on the summand
V via Go -» H ^ FGL(V). By (the extended) Clifford Theorem, W is a G0-faithful,
-FBo-completely reducible, finitary FGo-module. The proposition now follows from 12.

§ 17. Remark. In the proof of 16 we have the minor complication of replacing the given
action on V by the one on W. The reason for this is that although W is always completely
reducible as .FB^-module, strangely V might not be. For consider the example B < G <
FGL(V) on pp. 173-174 of [5]. Choose D there to be an algebraically closed field F.
Then Bd = B. Also, in the notation of [5], we have [V, B] ^ W < V, where W is a direct
sum of one-dimensional FB-submodules and dirapiV/W) = 1. It is easy to check from
the definitions in [5] that Cw(B) = {0}. If V is completely reducible as FB-module,
then

V = CV(B)®W.

But Cy(B) and W are -FG-submodules of V with W irreducible and dimf Cy(B) = 1,
and yet V is not completely reducible as FG-module. This contradiction proves that V
is not completely reducible as .FB^-module.
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